
THE PERSON I ADMIRED THE MOST

We might have met up with a lot of people throughout our life, yet people leave and life still goes on as what it used to
be. The person that I admire the most is.

She can always advice me and teach me to walk in the right path. How to cite this essay Choose cite format:.
Failure is always the path which leads to success. Being so patient and open hearted so whenever they have
trouble always comes to her for help. Of course, imaginations need to be written down or drawn out to become
permanent thing. She is very patient and careful in everything. Imagination is not only part of my life, but it
also comforts me and gives me more visions. She is a wonderful mother, very patient, sensitive and open
hearted. Finishing school at age of fifteen, my mother was faced with two choices: either go to the country to
pick different fruits and vegetables and sell them for money, or become a school teacher. She has always been
my source of inspiration and pillar of strength. She made do in order to help support her family. She does not
scold me whenever I fail in something, instead she will console me and make me feel better by telling me
stories about her own failures and achievements throughout life. Although, he is very busy everyday, but he
will never stopped thinking about us. In the future, I might be able to publish my novel to worldwide although
I am now pursuing the pharmacy career. My mother's determination led her from where she really wanted to
be, which was She takes good care of everybody also very helpful leader. His strength seems to be
unbreakable during hard times, and is extremely determined to accomplish anything he sets his mind on. How
to cite this page Choose cite format:. She says my dad and me is the most important person in her life that she
have to care. Therefore logically, all of us should have the most admired person in recesses of our hearts.
Furthermore, he also always being careful so as to make sure all in the family would be happy and living
harmoniously. Not only is she my mother, but she's my best friend. In fact, I love to imagine and hoping that I
can produce my own fantasy novel just like her. He will never make any grunts and groans but always being
patient with our bad manners. I admire her because of her strength, and determination. Nevertheless, the
quotes by Rowling herself had inspired me in different ways. She also makes all kinds of sacrifices, big and
small for the sake of her children. As a matter of fact, I start to conceive a storyline for fantasy novel. I admire
my mom so much and I love her. I think one of the ultimately endearing qualities she possesses is
genuineness. In other words, we have to be honest to ourselves and not self-deceiving. She is a great and fun
person to hang around because she has a great sense of humor to everybody. I will endeavour to make sure my
father get the best treatment when i finish my study and start working. In short, J. I hold great esteem for how
he stands up for what he believes in, and will never back down. Yes, she is the author for the famous Harry
Potter series, J. Furthermore, when we step upon this journey of life, we always must come across with
choices in life. My father, the person i admire the most I admire a lot of people but the person I admire the
most is my father.


